Statistical comparison of nucleotide, amino acid, and codon substitution models for evolutionary analysis of protein-coding sequences.
Statistical models for the evolution of molecular sequences play an important role in the study of evolutionary processes. For the evolutionary analysis of protein-coding sequences, 3 types of evolutionary models are available: 1) nucleotide, 2) amino acid, and 3) codon substitution models. Selecting appropriate models can greatly improve the estimation of phylogenies and divergence times and the detection of positive selection. Although much attention has been paid to the comparisons among the same types of models, relatively little attention has been paid to the comparisons among the different types of models. Additionally, because such models have different data structures, comparison of those models using conventional model selection criteria such as Akaike information criterion (AIC) or Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is not straightforward. Here, we suggest new procedures to convert models of the above-mentioned 3 types to 64-dimensional models with nucleotide triplet substitution. These conversion procedures render it possible to statistically compare the models of these 3 types by using AIC or BIC. By analyzing divergent and conserved interspecific mammalian sequences and intraspecific human population data, we show the superiority of the codon substitution models and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the models of the 3 types.